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Abstract
The side-effects of many drugs can be mitigated by using targeted drug delivery. The drug is localized within the vicinity of the small location of the
disease inside the human body. In this thesis, motion control of paramagnetic microparticles is achieved using a magnetic-based robotic system with
an open-configuration. This control is done using a permanent magnet and
an electromagnetic coil under microscopic guidance and using visual feedback.
The permanent magnet and the electromagnetic coils are fixed to the endeffector of a robotic arm with 4 degrees-of-freedom to control the position of
the microparticles. A closed-loop motion control of the robotic arm is done at
the joint-space to orient the magnetic field gradients of the permanent magnet
and the electromagnetic coil towards a reference point. Point-to-point motion
control is achieved at an average speed of 117 µm/s using the permanent magnet and the robotic arm, whereas the electromagnetic coil and the robotic arm
achieve average speed of 48 µm/s. In addition, the permanent magnet and the
robotic arm achieve maximum position error of 600 µm, in the steady-state,
as opposed to 100 µm for the electromagnetic coil and the robotic arm using
P controller. The precise motion control of paramagnetic microparticles using a magnetic system with open-configuration provides broad possibilities in
targeted therapy and biomedical applications that cannot be achieved using
magnetic systems with closed-configurations.
ix

Chapter 1

Introduction and Background

1.1

Introduction

Robots can exist nowadays in two different scales: macroscale and microscale.
Macroscale robots shown in Fig. 1.1 are more common and they are two types:
industrial robots (e.g., robotic arms used in material handling, material transfer, machine loading or unloading, assembly, inspection, surgeries as da vinci
robot and etc) and mobile robots (e.g, humanoid robots, unmanned arial vehicles (UAV), demining robots, climbing robots, military robots and etc).

1.1.1

Importance of Microscale robots

In spite of all these applications of macroscale robots, their size makes them
unable to access very small places whose size do not exceed a few millimeters.
The need to reach microscale places necessitates the development of robots in
1
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the microscale. The size of microrobots (only a few millimeters or less) provides
them with a very important and vital role in many critical fields (e.g, targeted
therapy [1], material removal [2], controllable structures [3] and telemetry [2]).

The fundamental physics that governs the macroscale robots and microscale
robots remains the same but the relative importance of physical effects changes
as scaling robots to the microscale. In marcoscale robots, physical effects as
fluid viscosity and surface effects such as electrostatics dominate over volumetric effects such as weight and inertia which affects macroscale robots. In
addition to this, power generation and storage becomes difficult in case of microscale robots which places strong constraints on the development of these
robots. The design of macroscale robots focuses on kinematics, power and
control, while fabrication of wireless microrobots is fundamentally limited by
scaling issues, power and control are often strongly linked [2].

Figure 1.1: Macroscale robots including robotic arm (left), da Vinci surgical robot (middle) and Humanoid robots (right).
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One of the most critical fields in which microrobots play vital role is the
medical field and they are used in therapy and surgeries. Medical microrobots
are designed to work in environments such as fluid-filled lumens (i.e., tubes),
cavities and soft tissues, the relative changes in the size, geometry and material
properties of such environments within a given procedure present design challenges. Consider for example, a microrobot designed to work in the urinary
system. The microrobot would be inserted into the urethra and would travel
along this lumen to reach the bladder and if the goal is to reach a kidney,
the microrobot must first navigate the bladder which is a large open cavity to
the microrobot. In order the microrobot can reach the kidney, it must enter
the ureter which is a lumen that enters the bladder at an oblique angle and
then navigate to the kidney. Thus, designing a microrobot that is capable
to negotiate these changing environments is not trivial. Also the fluid flow
in the environment of the microrobot presents a significant design challenge.
Consider a microrobot designed to work in the circulatory system. In addition
to dealing with varying blood-vessel diameter, the microrobot must compete
against the pulsating flow of blood which is significant to a small untethered
device [2]. The locomotion and localizing of microrobots will be discussed in
the next section.

1.1.2

Thesis Overview

Medical microrobots are used to deliver drugs to deep seated places in the
human body (circulatory system, central nervous system, urinary system and
the fetus) required for the treatment of different diseases.
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Several serious diseases affects the deep seated places in the human body such
as cancer. Cancer is the second leading cause of death, following heart disease,
in many parts of the world [4]. Survival rates are increasing for many types
of cancer due to improvements in cancer screening and treatment. This treatment has negative-side effects such as fatigue, pain and blood disorders. These
side-effects can be mitigated using targeted drug delivery [2] by localizing the
drug only within the vicinity of the diseased region. This localization can be
achieved using magnetic drug carriers such as ferromagnetic, superparamagnetic, and paramagnetic particles [5–7]. Motion control of these particles and
other microrobotic systems has been only demonstrated using electromagnetic
coils with closed-configurations [8]-[14] that cannot be scaled-up to be viable
for clinical applications [18].

In this work, point-to-point closed-loop control of the position of the paramagnetic microparticles is achieved using a magnetic-system with an openconfiguration. This system allows us to control the position of a permanent
magnet and an electromagnetic coil that are fixed to the end-effector of the
robotic arm. In addition, the current of the electromagnetic coil is controlled.

The main objective of this work is to control the motion of a microrobot
in the form of microparticles to reach a predefined reference, this thesis falls
in five chapters. The first of which is a general introduction to this work and
also it gives a background on locomotion methods and localization methods
used for microrobots. In addition, it presents open and closed configuration
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used for the sake of medical applications. Chapter 2 shows the experimental
setup used in controlling of the position of microparticles. Chapter 3 discusses
the modelling and control of the robotic arm holding the permanent magnet
or the electromagnetic coil used in the point to point control of the microparticles. Chapter 4 include the numerical results for controlling the position of
the micropaticles in the x-axis and z-axis using permanent magnet and electromagnetic coil. Chapter 5 deals with the conclusion and recommendations
for the future work.

1.2

Background

There are several methods used for locomoting and localizing the microrobots.
These methods are a little bit stranger than those used with the macroscale
robots.

1.2.1

Propulsion Mechanisms of Microrobotic Systems

Microrobots for medical applications needed to be compatible with human
body, remotely controllable, smooth in movement, less painful to the patients
and capable of performing the designated functions. It is well known that
swimming at the microscale requires techniques that differ greatly from those
used by macroscale swimmers such as fish and humans. Power must be transduced into motion; to locomote the microrobots within the body. Locomotion
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methods of medical microrobots must be designed with their working environment in mind. Thus, they must be designed to work in fluid-filled lumens and
cavities and in soft tissues. Microrobot locomotion must also utilize methods
that are scale appropriate [2]. A brief description of some propulsion methods
are discussed in the following subsections.

1.2.1.1

Helical Propulsion

A number of microswimmer designs use some form of helical propeller shown
in Fig. 1.2 for locomotion. Helical propulsion is inspired by bacterial flagella.
The method that most closely resembles a bacteria in function uses a rotary
motor to turn a passive flagellum. However, miniaturizing such a motor-driven
system is difficult. The generation of torque using external magnetic fields
has proven to be a successful method for helical propulsion in a number of
studies. The magnetic dipole is provided by the head of the helical robot and
the rotation under the influence of the rotating magnetic field. Regardless of

Figure 1.2: Helical robot with 10 µm in diameter.
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the method used to apply torque, there are options in the fabrication of the
helical propeller. The propeller can be made rigid—possibilities range from a
simple wire formed into a helix to a multilayer strip that self-forms into a helix
because of internal stresses. The efficacy of the propellers is insensitive to the
helix cross-section. In rigid propellers, the direction of microrobot motion can
be reversed simply by reversing the rotation direction of the magnetic field.
That is, rigid propellers are capable of both pushing and pulling a body [2].

1.2.1.2

Traveling-Wave Propulsion

A number of microswimmer designs attempt to create a traveling wave shown
in Fig. 1.3 to generate propulsion. Traveling-wave propulsion is inspired by

Figure 1.3: Traveling wave robot moving under the effect of changing the
magnetic field. This picture is from www.businessinsider.com.
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eukaryotic flagella. Traveling waves provide an effective means of propulsion at
low Reynolds number (Re ) and are even more efficient than helical propellers,
assuming equal actuation efficiency. However, implementing a true travelingwave propeller at the microscale is difficult. Creating the type of distributed
actuation seen in eukaryotic flagella is difficult in terms of fabrication, power
and control. Some methods create traveling waves without distributed actuation, making microfabrication and wireless control more feasible, but the
swimming efficiency is reduced. There several ways to implement the traveling
wave propulsion. One of them, to power and control an elastic tail wirelessly
with magnetic fields. A field can be used to generate a torque on magnetic
material that is rigidly embedded in the microrobot’s body. A time-varying
oscillating field causes the body to fluctuate, which induces a wave motion in
the tail. The mean orientation of the oscillating field dictates the swimming
direction of the microrobot. Rather than rigidly connect the magnetic material to the body of the microrobot, one can instead construct an onboard
actuator using this type of magnetic method [2].

1.2.1.3

Pulling with Magnetic Field Gradients

Wireless pulling through the use of field gradients is an actuation method that
is impossible for autonomous microorganisms and has no direct analogy in nature. Magnetic fields have been used to apply forces and torques on magnetic
objects in medical applications. Controlled magnetic fields can be generated
in a variety of ways. The first method uses electromagnets that are simultaneously position and current controlled. Grady et al. [15] used a single position
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controlled electromagnetic coil to control permanent-magnet seed in vivo in
a canine brain. Yesin et al. [16] superimposed the uniform field of a pair of
electromagnetic coils with the gradient field developed by a second pair of
coils. The two coil pairs which are rigidly connected, are position controlled
to manipulate a magnetic microrobot. The second method uses stationary
current-controlled electromagnets. Meeker et al. [17] made a helmet configuration which consists of three orthogonal pairs of coils to control magnetic
fields throughout a human head, as a stated improvement to the design made
by Grady et al.. However, this helmet design allows only partial control because full torque and force control is not possible due to the singularities in
the workspace. It has also been shown that the electromagnetic coils in a clinical magnetic resonance imaging system (MRI) system can be used to position
ferromagnetic beads. The third method uses position-controlled permanent
magnets. This is the method used by the Stereotaxis Niobe Magnetic Navigation System, which is used to steer magnetic-tip catheters [2].

Abbott et al. [18] had made a comparison between three different propulsion
methods (described above) which are: pulling with magnetic field gradients to
a submillimeter-sized device [16], rotating magnetic field to helical propeller
that mimics a bacterial flagellum in both form and scale [19] and an elastic
tail which oscillates behind a magnetic head [20, 21]. He proved that the
performance of using helical propeller and elastic tail is better than pulling
with magnetic field gradients as microrobot size decreases or as the distance
from the magnetic field sources increases for two key reasons. First, although
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maximum speed and force generation both decrease as the size of the microrobot is reduced, the decreases are more rapid with field-gradient pulling.
Second, it is easier to project magnetic fields over large distances than it is
to project field gradients. Also he showed that the best propulsion method in
vivo applications is the helical propulsion.

1.2.2

Localization Methods

There are several localization methods used to localize and track a microrobot
inside the human body. Every localizing method depends on simple components such as microscopes, cameras, etc combined with image-processing
techniques to provide feedback for the closed-loop control system. Spatial
resolution is an important factor in the determination of the position of the
microrobot. This resolution is indicative of position and/or orientation error,
so the resolution is preferably in the submillimeter range for the used microrobots, whose size is a few millimeters at most. Noise- and artifact-robust
methods are preferred. The maximum rate at which the position estimation
can be updated is also an important factor for real-time control [2].

1.2.2.1

Ultrasound System

The ultrasound system has many advantages: it has no any negative effects
on health, low cost as compared to other systems such as magnetic resonance
imaging system (MRI) and computed tomography, appropriate resolution and
high frame rates which allow for the realization of real-time control.
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Khalil et al. presented a point to point control for a paramagnetic microparticles in a closed configuration of electromagnetic coils (array of three iron-core
electromagnetic coils) using ultrasound as a feedback device. This system accomplished an average position tracking error of 48 µm at an average speed of
191 µm/s [22].

Evertsson et al. has developed an algorithm based on quadrature detection
and phase gating at the frequency of interest and evaluated the motion of superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles using a high-frequency ultrasound
scanner. The developed algorithm provides feedback and controls the motion
of nanoparticles using ultrasound feedback [24, 33].

1.2.2.2

Magnetic Resonance Imaging System

The major disadvantage in using magnetic resonance imaging system for tracking and actuation is that it induces time-delay due to communications and
interactions between the various modules of the interventional platform. This
time-delay may cause instability in the closed-loop control system which will
limit the realization of the control system in real-time.

Martel et al. controls magnetic drug carriers, nanorobots and magnetotactic bacteria in vivo using magnetic imaging system which provides feedback
for the position of these microrobots [11].
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Electromagnetic Configurations

Magnetic configurations used with microrobots include: closed and open magnetic configurations.

1.2.3.1

Closed-Configuration of Elecromagnetic Coils

Closed-configurations shown in Fig. 1.4 are those configurations which consist of a number of electromagnetic coils. They are placed in a way to form
a closed configuration where the workspace containing the microrobot (e.g.,
microparticles, helical robot and bacteria) is found between these coils. The

Figure 1.4: An electromagnetic system with closed-configuration consists
of 4 electromagnetic coils. The microrobot is contained in the center of the
electromagnetic configuration. The configuration is placed under a very
precise microscope used for feedback.
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closed-configurations can not be scaled-up to be used in clinical (real) applications [18] but it is good for the demonstration of many concepts in the
microrobotic field.

Microrobots can be in the form of paramagnetic micro/nanoparticles. The
advantage of these particles over the other types of microrobots is their small
size which give them the opportunity to be used in most clinical applications.
However, the magnetic forces of these particles are small due to the dependency of the magnetic force on the size and geometry of the object itself. This
problem can be solved by increasing the directional derivatives in the applied
field [23].

Khalil et al. used a closed configuration of 4 electromagnetic coils to control the motion of microparticles in a fluid (2.4 mm × 1.8 mm workspace).
The microparticles are controlled to move in a certain trajectory (e.g., circular, rectangular and figure-eight paths) using a waypoint control approach
(four variables are tuned to reach the desired transient response and decrease
settling time) with a maximum steady state position tracking error of 8.6 µm.
This motion control is held in the present of static and dynamic obstacles
which is achieved using a path planning procedure based on a combination of
the potential field and the A? approaches [23].

Kummer et al. demonstrated a five degree-of-freedom wireless magnetic control of a fully untethered microrobot. He have constructed an electromagnetic
system consists of 8 electromagnetic coils (each of 210 mm long and 62 mm
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diameter) called OctoMag. Closed-loop control with computer vision is implemented for accurate positioning. The system can be operated with no visual
tracking, by a human operator during direct teleoperation depending on visual
feedback. The OctoMag was designed for controlling the intraocular microrobots in minimally invasive retinal therapy and diagnosis. It is also used as
a wireless micromanipulation system under a light microscope. It is tested to
perform wireless vessel puncture of CAM blood vessels in an in vitro chicken
embryo [12].

Floyd et al. proved that an untethered electromagnetically actuated magnetic microrobot called Mag-µBot (whose dimensions 250 × 130 × 100 µm3 )
can manipulate microspheres of 50 µm and 230 µm. By using both contact
(Mag-µBot is used to push the microspheres physically) and non contact (in
which the fluid flow generated by the translation of the Mag-µBot is used
to push the microspheres) pushing methods. In his experiments, he used 4
orthogonal electromagnetic coils to prove that [25].

1.2.3.2

Open-Configuration of Elecromagnetic Coils

Open-configurations are the configurations which contain permanent magnet
or electromagnetic coil, arranged in way such that the system can be applied
in real clinical applications.

Fountain et al. [26] has proposed using non uniform magnetic fields with helical
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microrobots instead of using uniform magnetic fields produced from orthogonal arrangement of electromagnetic coils. The non uniform magnetic fields are
generated using rotating permanent magnet. The complexity of the human
body gives a great importance to these fields as this open configuration helps
helical microrobots to be used in hard-to-reach places in the body. Unlike
the closed configuration which cannot be scaled-up to be used in such critical
application.

Mahoney et al. [27, 28] have proposed a combination of magnetic field-driven
helical robots [29, 30] and a robotic arm. The helical robot (with length and
diameter of 26 mm and 18 mm, respectively) overcomes the problem of the
limited projection distance of the magnetic field gradient, whereas the robotic
arm (with open-configuration) holds a permanent magnet and generates rotating dipole field over a large workspace, as opposed to electromagnetic coils
with closed-configurations. Therefore, this combination allows magnetic-based
manipulation systems to be scaled-up and used in diverse biomedical applications [31]. It has also been demonstrated that the attractive forces acting on
a magnetic microrobot can be converted into a lateral force by rotating the
actuator dipole according to an open-loop trajectory [32].

In this thesis, point-to-point closed-loop control of paramagnetic microparticles is achieved in three-dimensional (3D) space using a magnetic-system with
an open-configuration. A conceptual image of wireless control of paramagnetic
microparticles carrying the drug using a robotic arm and the magnetic field
generated from a permanent magnet or an electromagnetic coil to deliver the
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drug to the diseased cell in the vertebral column, is shown in Fig. 1.5.Constant
magnetic field is used in this work, unlike the varying magnetic field resulting
from the rotating magnetic field done by Mahoney et al.. This system allows
controlling the position and orientation of a permanent magnet or an electromagnetic coil that are fixed to the end-effector of the robotic arm. The motion
control is achieved such that the microparticles is localized at the reference position without contact with the surrounding glass tube. This motion control
is achieved by pulling the paramagnetic microparticles towards a reference position (x- and z-positions) using the magnetic field gradients. These gradient
are controlled using two methods. The first method depends on controlling
the position of the permanent magnet with respect to the position of the microparticle and the given reference position. The second method depends on

Figure 1.5: A schematic representation of the wireless control of paramagnetic microparticles carrying the drug using a robotic arm ¬ and the
magnetic field ° generated from an electromagnetic coil  or a permanent
magnet ® to deliver the drug to the diseased cell in the vertebral column ¯.

Chapter 1. Introduction and Background
controlling the position and the input current of an electromagnetic coil.
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Chapter 2

Magnetic-Based Robotic System

The magnetic-based robotic system presented in our work is shown in Fig. 2.1,
that is used for controlling the motion of paramagnetic microparticles ¬ wirelessly. The inset in the figure shows a pair of microparticles moving towards
a reference position (red crosshair) under the influence of the controlled magnetic field gradient. A permanent magnet  is fixed to the end-effector ®
of the robotic arm. The microparticles ¬ are contained in water inside a
glass tube ¯ and are tracked using a microscopic system °. The permanent
magnet generates maximum magnetic fields of 85 mT. The white square indicates the microparticles and is assigned using a feature tracking algorithm.
An electromagnetic coil ± (inset in the upper-left corner) can be also attached
to the end-effector of the robotic arm ². The electromagnetic coil generates
magnetic field of 7.5 mT for current input of 0.6 A. The workspace of the
magnetic-based robotic system is 200 mm, 20 mm, and 20 mm along x-, y-,

18
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and z-axis, respectively. The control of the system is implemented using Matlab Simulink.

The robotic arm used in the magnetic-based robotic system is shown in Fig. 2.2.

Figure 2.1: A magnetic-based robotic system for the wireless motion control of paramagnetic microparticles ¬. The inset shows a pair of microparticles moving towards a reference position (red crosshair) under the influence
of the controlled magnetic field gradient. A permanent magnet  is fixed to
the end-effector ® of the robotic arm. The microparticles are contained in
water inside a glass tube ¯ and are tracked using a microscopic system °.
The permanent magnet generates maximum magnetic fields of 85 mT. The
white square indicates the microparticles and is assigned using a feature
tracking algorithm. An electromagnetic coil ± (inset in the upper-left corner) can be also attached to the end-effector of the robotic arm ². The
electromagnetic coil generates magnetic field of 7.5 mT for current input of
0.6 A.
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It has 6 servo motors (Appendix B), but it is modeled as 4 DOF robotic arm
as the last two servo motors are not used in our experiments. Thus these
two servo motors are set to a certain angle and not changed throughout the
experiments, one of them is controlling the orientation of the end-effector (the
end-effector is always parallel to the glass tube) and the other one is responsible for opening and closing the gripper of the robotic arm. The 4 DOF robotic
arm contains 4 revolute joints. A servo motor (input voltage: 4.8 ∼ 6 V) is
connected to every revolute joint, each motor has 3 wires. The 1st wire is
connected to +5 V of the power supply, 2nd wire is the control signal that determines the value of the angle by which the motor will rotate and the 3rd wire
is connected to the ground. The control signal of the servo motor (2nd wire) is
connected to an Arduino control board (Arduino Mega 2560, Arduino, Memphis, Tennessee, U.S.A). The end-effector of this robotic arm can be adapted
to hold a permanent magnet or an electromagnetic coil.

The glass tube emulates the vertebral column in the human body that may
contains the tumor. It is filled with water that resembles the cerebrospinal
fluid found inside the vertebral column as both of them approximately has the
same viscosity. The diameter of the glass tube is 40 mm which is the average
diameter of the vertebras of the vertebral column. It contains the microparticles that is controlled either by a permanent magnet or by an electromagnetic
coil.
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The microparticles (Appendix A) are paramagnetic with saturation magnetization of 6.6 × 10−3 Am2 /g, consisting of iron-oxide in a poly (lactic acid) matrix (PLAParticles-M-redF-plain from Micromod Partikeltechnologie GmbH,
Rostock-Warnemuende, Germany). The diameter of a microparticle (dp ) is
100 µm and its density (ρ) is 1.4×103 kg/m3 . In real medical application,
these microparticles are those who will carry the drug to the places that will
have the tumor.

Position of the microparticles is determined using a digital microscope (Appendix C) which gives a live stream video and a feature tracking algorithm
that tracks the micropaticle. Its magnification range is from (20x-200x) so it
is suitable view the microparticle whose diameter is 100 µm. The field-of-view
of the microscopic system is set to 10 mm, 10 mm, and 10 mm along x-, y-,

Figure 2.2: 4 DOF robotic arm dimensions.
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Table 2.1: Specifications of the magnetic-based robotic system using permanent magnet. The magnetic fields are measured at the center of the
workspace using a calibrated 3-axis digital Teslameter (Senis AG, 3MH3A0.1%-200mT, Neuhofstrasse, Switzerland).

Parameter

Value

Parameter

Value

|B(P)| [mT]
Bx (P) [mT]
By (P) [mT]
Bz (P) [mT]

85
39.4
38.2
64.5

∇|B(P)| [T.m−1 ]
∂B(P)
[T.m−1 ]
∂x
∂B(P)
[T.m−1 ]
∂y
∂B(P)
[T.m−1 ]
∂z

1.62
0.49
0.37
1.52

and z-axis, respectively.
The magnetic field generated from the magnetic-based robotic system, is generated from a permanent magnet or from an electromagnetic coil. The characterization of the magnetic field generated from them is discussed in the
following two sections.

2.1

Permanent Magnet

A permanent magnet is fixed to the end-effector of the robotic arm, used to
control the position of the microparticles in the x- and z-axes. The permanent
magnet is made of ceramic material, its dimension is 18 mm×5 mm. The
maximum magnetic fields generated using the parament magnet is 85 mT.
The maximum magnetic field gradients of the permanent magnet within the
workspace of the system are calculated to be 1.6 T/m. Fig. 2.3 shows the
magnetic fields generated using the permanent magnet within a workspace
of 10 mm×10 mm. These magnetic fields are measured at the center of the
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workspace using a calibrated 3-axis digital Teslameter (Senis AG, 3MH3A0.1%-200mT, Neuhofstrasse, Switzerland) at fine grid that span the workspace
of the microparticles. The permanent magnet is fixed with a parallel configuration to z-axis using the end-effector of the robotic arm. The magnetic fields
are measured by moving the probe of the Teslameter using a planar motion
stage throughout the workplace of the microparticle (indicated using the red
arrow). The permanent magnet generates magnetic fields of 5 mT, 5 mT,
and 12 mT along x-, y-, and z-axis, respectively, at 10 mm along xp . xi , yi ,
zi represent the frames of the robotic arm, for i = 1, 2, 3. Further, xj , yj , zj

Figure 2.3: The magnetic fields generated using a permanent magnet
along x-, y-, and z-axis. The permanent magnet is fixed with a parallel
configuration to z-axis using the end-effector of the robotic arm. The magnetic fields are measured by moving the probe of the Teslameter using a
planar motion stage throughout the workplace of the microparticle (indicated using the red arrow). The permanent magnet generates magnetic
fields of 5 mT, 5 mT, and 12 mT along x-, y-, and z-axis, respectively, at
10 mm along xp . xi , yi , zi represent the frames of the robotic arm, for
i = 1, 2, 3. Further, xj , yj , zj represent the base and permanent magnet
frames for j = b and p, respectively. qk are the generalized-coordinates of
the robotic arm, for k = 1, . . . , 4..
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represent the base and permanent magnet frames for j = b and p, respectively.
qk are the generalized-coordinates of the robotic arm, for k = 1, . . . , 4. Fifth
order polynomials (yield minimum sum squares for error) are used to provide
best fits for the measured magnetic fields along x-, y- and z-axis. The permanent magnet provides maximum magnetic fields of 45 mT, 70 mT, and 75 mT
along x-, y- and z-axis, respectively. Within the vicinity of the workspace
(10 mm×10 mm) of the microparticles, the magnetic field components are
5 mT, 5 mT, and 12 mT along x-, y- and z-axis, respectively. Characteristics
of the magnetic-based robotic system are provided in Table 2.1.

2.2

Electromagnetic Coil

The robotic arm is adapted to hold the electromagnetic coil in its end-effector,
used to control the position of the microparticles in the x- and z-axes. The
number of turns of the coil is about 1600 turn. The coil has two wires connected to the +ve and -ve output terminal of the driver board (Appendix D),
which is connected to the control signal of the Arduino control board and also
connected to a power supply of 12 V. The electromagnetic coil is fixed with a
parallel configuration to z-axis using the end-effector of the robotic arm. The
magnetic fields are measured by moving the probe of the Teslameter using a
planar motion stage throughout the workplace of the microparticle (indicated
using the red arrow). xi , yi , zi represent the frames of the robotic arm, for
i = 1, 2, 3. Further, xj , yj , zj represent the base and electromagnetic coil
frames for j = b and c, respectively. qk are the generalized-coordinates of the
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robotic arm, for k = 1, . . . , 4. The maximum magnetic fields generated using
the electromagnetic coil is 7.5 mT. The maximum magnetic field gradients
generated from the electromagnetic coil within the workspace of the system
are calculated to be 0.9 T/m as shown in Table 2.2. The magnetic fields generated using the electromagnetic coil with the configuration shown in Fig. 2.4.
The magnetic field components are 4 mT, 4 mT, and 5 mT along x-, y-, and
z-axis, respectively, at 10 mm along xp and for an input current of 0.6 A.

Figure 2.4: The magnetic fields generated using a permanent magnet
along x-, y-, and z-axis. The permanent magnet is fixed with a parallel
configuration to z-axis using the end-effector of the robotic arm. The magnetic fields are measured by moving the probe of the Teslameter using a
planar motion stage throughout the workplace of the microparticle (indicated using the red arrow). The electromagnetic coil generates magnetic
fields of 4 mT, 4 mT, and 5 mT along x-, y-, and z-axis, respectively, at 10
mm along xp . The input current to the coil is 0.6 A. xi , yi , zi represent the
frames of the robotic arm, for i = 1, 2, 3. Further, xj , yj , zj represent the
base and permanent magnet frames for j = b and c, respectively. qk are the
generalized-coordinates of the robotic arm, for k = 1, . . . , 4.
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Table 2.2: Specifications of the magnetic-based robotic system using an
electromagnetic coil. The magnetic fields are measured at the center of the
workspace using a calibrated 3-axis digital Teslameter (Senis AG, 3MH3A0.1%-200mT, Neuhofstrasse, Switzerland).

Parameter

Value

Parameter

Value

max Ii [A]
|B(P)| [mT]
Bx (P) [mT]
By (P) [mT]
Bz (P) [mT]

0.6
7.5
4.0
4.0
5.0

Number of turns
∇|B(P)| [T.m−1 ]
∂B(P)
[T.m−1 ]
∂x
∂B(P)
[T.m−1 ]
∂y
∂B(P)
[T.m−1 ]
∂z

1600
0.9
0.38
0.29
0.76

Chapter 3

Modeling and Control of the
Magnetic-Based Robotic System

In the magnetic-based robotic system, the position of the microparticles which
are moving in the fluid inside the glass tube is controlled using the magnetic
field. This magnetic field is either generated from a permanent magnet or from
an electromagnetic coil. In case of controlling the position using a permanent
magnet, the robotic arm is the actuator. However, in case of controlling the
position using an electromagnetic coil, both the robotic arm and the coil are
the actuators. In order to control this system, the robotic arm and the forces
acting on the microparticle are modelled.
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Modeling of the Magnetic-Based Robotic
System

The dynamical model of the magnetic-based robotic system includes: modeling
of the robotic arm (forward and inverse kinematics) and modeling of the forces
exerted on the microparticle.

3.1.1

Modeling of the Robotic Arm

The problem of kinematics is to describe the motion of the manipulator without consideration of the forces and torques, therefore the kinematic description
is a geometric one. The modeling of robotic arm comes in two steps. The first
step is formulating the forward kinematics, which means determining the position and orientation of the end-effector given the values for the joint variables
of the robot. Second step is formulating the inverse kinematics, that concerns
determining the values of the joint variables given the end-effector position
and orientation [34].

A robot manipulator is composed of a set of links connected together by joints.
The joints can be very simple such as a revolute joint or a prismatic joint or
they can be more complex such as a ball and socket joint (a revolute joint is
like a hinge and allows a relative rotation about a single axis and a prismatic
joint permits a linear motion along a single axis which can be an extension or
retraction). The difference between the simple and complex joints is that the
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simple joints have only a single degree-of-freedom (DOF) of motion: the angle
of rotation in the case of a revolute joint and the amount of linear displacement in the case of a prismatic joint. However, the complex joints have two
DOF [34].

A robot manipulator with n joints will have n + 1 links, since each joint
connects two links. Since the robotic arm used in this work is 4 DOF, so it
has 4 revolute joints and 5 links. The joints are numbered from 1 to n, while
the links are numbered from 0 to n starting from the base. By this convention,
joint i connects link i − 1 to link i. The location of joint i is considered to
be fixed with respect to link i − 1. When joint i is actuated, link i moves.
Therefore, link 0 (the first link) is fixed and does not move when the joints
are actuated. A joint variable denoted by qi is associated with the ith joint.
In the case of a revolute joint, qi is the angle of rotation (θi ) and in the case
of a prismatic joint, qi is the joint displacement di . To perform the kinematic
analysis, a coordinate frame is rigidly attached to each link. In particular, we
attach oi xi yi zi to link i. This means that, whatever motion the robot executes the coordinates of each point on link i are constant when expressed in
the ith coordinate frame. Furthermore, when joint i is actuated, link i and
its attached frame oi xi yi zi experience a resulting motion. The frame o0 x0 y0 z0
which is attached to the robot base, is referred to as the inertial frame [34].
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Forward Kinematics of the Robotic Arm

The forward or configuration kinematic equations for rigid robots is concerned
with the relationship between the individual joints of the robot manipulator
and the position and orientation of the end-effector. The joint variables are
the angles between the links in the case of revolute or rotational joints and the
link extension in the case of prismatic or sliding joints. Forward kinematics
is used to determine the position and orientation of the end-effector given the
values for the joint variables of the robot [34].

Figure 3.1: Magnetic-based robotic system for the wireless motion control
of paramagnetic microparticles including all the frame of references. X0 ,
Y0 , Z0 is the world reference frame fixed to the first revolute joint (the base
of the robotic arm), X1 Y1 Z1 is the frame fixed to the second revolute joint,
X2 , Y2 , Z2 is the frame fixed to the third revolute joint, X3 , Y3 , Z3 is the
frame fixed to the fourth revolute joint, X4 , Y4 , Z4 is the frame fixed to
the end-effector of the robotic arm, Xobj , Yobj , Zobj is the frame fixed to
the microparticle, Xc , Yc , Zc is the frame fixed to the center of the digital
microscope and Xs , Ys , Zs is the frame fixed to the upper-left corner of the
digital microscope (inset in the upper-left corner).
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The convention used in this work for selecting frames of reference of the robotic
arm is the Denavit-Hartenberg (DH) convention [34]. The DH representation
has became the standard way of representing robots and modelling their motions. It is then possible to realate one joint to the next and ultimately to
assemble a complete representation of a robot’s geometry. The fundamental
problem of DH representation is that all the motions are about the x- and
z-axes, the method can not represent any motion about the y-axis. Therefore
if there is any motion about y-axis, the DH method will fail. This occurs in
a number of circumstances for example, suppose two joint axes that are supposed to be parallel are assembled with a slight deviation. The small angle
between the two axes will require a motion about the y-axis. Since the robotic
arm used in this work, does not contain any two parallel joints thus the DH
convention will work perfectly.

After putting every joint in its zero position. The DH method begins with
a systematic approach in assigning and labelling an orthonormal (X, Y and
Z) coordinate system to each robot joint as shown in Fig. 3.1 in the following
way:
Step 1: a number is given for every joint from 1 to N starting with the base
and ending with the end-effector yaw, pitch and roll in that order. Step 2:
z-axis is established for each joint. if the joint is revolute, the z-axis is in the
direction of rotation as followed by the right-hand rule for rotations. While
if the joint is prismatic, the z-axis for the joint is along the direction of the
linear movement. In each case the index number for the z-axis of joint n (as
well as the local reference frame for the joint) is n−1. Step 3: the origin of the
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coordinate system of the base O0 is established and X0 , Y0 is chosen to form
cartesian coordinate system. Since the first frame (frame 0) is at the base of
the robotic arm, and therefore, there are no joints before it, the direction of
X0 is arbitrary. For convenience (only), it is chosen to be assigned in the same
direction as the x-axis in the world frame. There is no problem if another
direction is chosen. Step 4: from 1 to N , the origin Oi is established in the
intersection of Zi with the common normal to Zi−1 and Zi . If they do not intersect, the intersection of Zi with a common normal between Zi and Zi−1 is used
(If parallel, Oi is placed in joint i + 1). Step 5: Xi is established as common
normal to Zi−1 and Zi . In other words, Xi is selected to be orthogonal to both
Zi and Zi−1 . If Zi and Zi−1 are parallel, point Xi is placed away from Zi−1 [34].

Then the DH parameters are derived for every joint as shown in Table 3.1 [34].
Where θi is the joint angle and it is found by rotating over zi−1 to make xi−1
parallel to xi , di is the link offset and it is acquired by translating over zi−1 to
make xi−1 and xi aligned, ai is the link length and it is gotten by translating
over xi to make oi−1 and oi coincide and αi is the link twist and it obtained by
rotating over xi to align zi−1 with zi . L1 is the length of the first link (distance
from O0 to O1 ), L2 is the length of the second link (distance from O1 to O2 ),
L3 is the length of the third link (distance from O2 to O3 ) and L4 is the length
of the forth link (distance from O3 to O4 ).

Finally The transformation matrix

i-1

Ai is used to relate any frame i to the
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Table 3.1: The DH parameters for every joint in the 4 DOF robotic arm.
θi is the joint angle, di is the link offset, ai is the link length, αi is the link
twist, L1 is the length of the first link, L2 is the length of the second link,
L3 is the length of the third link and L4 is the length of the forth link.

i
1
2
3
4

θi
θ1
θ2
θ3 − 90◦
θ4 − 150◦

di
L1
0
0
0

ai
0
L2
L3
L4

αi
90◦
180◦
180◦
0◦

frame previous to it i − 1 and it is found in the following form [34]:


Cθi −Cαi Sθi Sαi Sθi ai Cθi 




Sθ
Cα
Cθ
−Sα
Cθ
a
Sθ
 i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i-1
,

Ai = 


 0
Sα
Cα
d
i
i
i




0
0
0
1

(3.1)

where Cθi stands for cos θi and Sθi stands for sin θi . As the robotic arm used
here is 4 DOF robot, thus 4 transformation matrices are required to relate the
inertial frame (base frame) to end-effector frame.

0

A1 is the transformation

matrix which relates inertial frame to the 1st frame and it is calculated by
substituting with the values found in Table 2.1 in equation (3.1):

Cθ1


 Sθ1
0
A1 = 

 0


0


0

Sθ1

0 −Cθ1
1

0

0

0

0


0
,

2.5


1

(3.2)
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A2 is the transformation matrix which relates 1st frame to the 2st frame:


0 8Cθ2 
Cθ2 Sθ2




Sθ
−Cθ
0
8Sθ
 2
2
2
1
,

A2 = 


 0
0
−1
0




0
0
0
1

2

(3.3)

A3 is the transformation matrix which relates 2st frame to the 3st frame:




8Sθ3 
 Sθ3 −Cθ3 0




−Cθ3 −Sθ3 0 −8Cθ3 
2
,
A3 = 



 0
0
−1
0




0
0
0
1
3
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(3.4)

A4 is the transformation matrix which relates 3st frame to the 4st frame:


3

√

3
− 2 Cθ4 +
 √
 3
− 2 Sθ4 −


A4 = 




√

√
− 172 3 Cθ4 +
√
− 172 3 Sθ4 −

3
Sθ4 + 21 Cθ4
2
√
− 23 Cθ4 + 21 Sθ4

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

1
Sθ4
2
1
Cθ4
2

0



17
Sθ4 
2




17
Cθ4 
2


 , (3.5)




Thus the transformation between the base frame (B) and the end-effector
frame (E) B TE can be calculated as shown:

B

TE =0 A4 =0 A1 1 A2 2 A3 3 A4 ,

(3.6)
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While the original matrix of B TE is:




nx ox ax Px 




ny oy ay Py 
B
,
TE = 


nz oz az Pz 




0 0 0 1

(3.7)

Where Px , Py and Pz are the position of the end-effector in the x-, y- and z-axes
respectively. While nx , ox and ax is the orientation of the end-effector around
x-axis, and ny , oy and ay is the orientation of the end-effector around y-axis and
nz , oz and az is the orientation of the end-effector around z-axis. Therefore if
the 4 thetas (θ1 , θ2 , θ3 and θ4 ) are given, by equating equations (3.7) and (3.6)
the position and orientation of the end-effector is found.

3.1.1.2

Inverse Kinematics of the Robotic Arm

Inverse kinematics concerns with determining the values of the joint variables
given the end-effector position and orientation. Thus in order to reach to a
specific point with x-, y- and z-coordinates in the space, inverse kinematics of
the robotic arm is implemented using feedback stabilization method.

The kinematic equation of the end-effector of the robotic arm is shown in
the position and velocity levels respectively:

x = φ(q)

and

ẋ = J(q)q̇,

(3.8)
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T

where x = x y z

is the generalized coordinates of the task-space, and

T
x, y and z represent the frames of the end-effector. Further, q = θ1 θ2 θ3 θ4

is a vector of generalized coordinates, and θk are the thetas of the revolute
joints of the robotic arm, for k = 1, . . . , 4. Further, φ(q) is the forward kinematics equation of the position of the end-effector and J(q) is the Jacobian
matrix of the robotic arm and the Jacobian matrix for a 4 DOF robotic arm
is given by the following matrix:




∂x
 ∂θ1



J(q) =  ∂y
 ∂θ1

∂z
∂θ1

∂x
∂θ2

∂x
∂θ3

∂x
∂θ4 

∂y
∂θ2

∂y
∂θ3

∂y 
.
∂θ4 

∂z
∂θ2

∂z
∂θ3



∂z
∂θ4

(3.9)



The position of the end-effector is used to calculate the generalized coordinates (thetas) at the joint space by integrating the kinematical equation in
the velocity level (3.8). However, integration of (3.8) can result in increasing
any initial error with time. Therefore, feedback stabilization approach is used
to guarantee that integration of (3.8) will not magnify the initial error. This
integration is done by setting, q̇ 7−→ J−1 (q)Ks, to achieve stable integration
of (3.8).
q̇ = J−1 (q)Ks.

(3.10)

where J-1 (q) is the inverse of the Jacobian matrix. It is not calculated using
the normal inverse method but it is calculated using pseudoinverse formula
shown in equation (3.11) as the Jacobian matrix of 4 DOF robotic arm is a
matrix of 3 rows and 4 columns which is not a square matrix. Thus the inverse
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of the Jacobian matrix can not be calculated using the inverse methods.

J-1 (q) = JT (q)(J(q)JT (q))-1 ,

(3.11)

while K is a positive-definite matrix, and s is given by:

s = xr − φ(q),

(3.12)


where s is the error calculated between the xr = xr yr zr

T
which is the

reference position that is required to reach by the end-effector of the robotic
arm and φ(q) is the position of the end-effector which is calculated using
the forward kinematics equation (3.6). We define a Lyapunov function as
follows [35]:
1
v(t) = sT s.
2

(3.13)

Taking the time-derivative of (3.13) yields:

v̇(t) = −sT ṡ = −sT J(q)q̇.

(3.14)

As taking time-derivative of (3.12) gives ṡ = −φ̇(q) (because x˙r = 0 as xr is
constant). Multiplying both sides of (3.10) by J(q) yields:

J(q)q̇ = Ks.

(3.15)

Substituting (3.15) in (3.14) yields:

v̇(t) = −sT Ks,

(3.16)
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Therefore setting q̇ = J−1 (q)Ks as in (3.10), results in a negative-definite
time-derivative of the Lyapunov function as v̇(t) = −sT Ks < 0. This allows
us to integrate (3.10) to solve for the generalized coordinates that achieves
a desired position of the end-effector as shown in Fig. 3.2. By setting K =

T
10000 10000 10000 , the error in the generalized coordinates resulting
from the feedback stabilization method is approximately zero (error in range
of 10−9 ).

3.1.2

Modeling of the Microparticle

The equation of motion of a paramagnetic microparticle moving in a fluid
with low Reynolds number under the influence of the magnetic field gradients

Figure 3.2: Inverse Kinematics of the robotic arm using feedback stabilization method. xr is the required reference position of the end-effector,
K is a positive-definite matrix, q is a vector of generalized coordinates,
θk are the thetas of the revolute joints of the robotic arm for k = 1, . . . , 4,
φ(q) is the position of the end-effector which is calculated using the forward
kinematics and s is the error calculated between the xr and φ(q).
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is given by:

∇ (m(P) · B(P)) + 6πηrp Ṗ + V (ρb − ρf )g = 0,

(3.17)

where m(P) and B(P) are the magnetic dipole moment of the microparticle and the induced magnetic field at a point P, respectively. Further,
η and rp are the fluid dynamic viscosity and radius of the microparticle
(rp = 50 µm), respectively. Furthermore, V and ρb are the volume and density
of the microparticle (1.4×103 kg/m3 ) respectively, ρf is the density of the fluid
where the microparticle is placed (the fluid used in this work is water whose
ρf = 1000 kg/m3 ) and g is the acceleration due to gravity [36]. Equation (3.17)
shows the forces exerted on the microparticles which are: the magnetic force
(∇ (m(P) · B(P))) exerted on the microparticles by a permanent magnet or by
an electromagnetic coil, the drag force (6πηrp Ṗ) and buoyancy force (V ρf g)
exerted on the microparticles by the fluid. While the forces exerted by the
microparticles on the fluid are: the weight of the microparticles (V ρb g).

The magnetic force in (3.17) is generated using a permanent magnet or an
electromagnetic coil that can be attached to the end-effector of a robotic.
Motion control of the microparticle is achieved by controlling the generalized
coordinates at the joint space to orient the magnetic field gradients of the permanent magnetic and electromagnetic coil towards a reference position using
equation (3.10).
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Microparticles Tracking and Pixels Calibration

The feedback in the magnetic-based robotic system is given by a digital microscope, the microscope provides a live stream video of the microparticle while it
is inside the glass tube containing water. An object tracking software is implemented using the computer vision system toolbox in simulink. This software
tracks and gives the position of the microparticle in the x- and z-directions
in pixels. The size of the image produced from the microscope is 640 pixels
along the x-direction and 480 pixels along the z-direction. Calibration is done
to convert the position of the microparticle which is given in pixels to cm by
taking an image to a 1 cm in the ruler by the microscope after tuning its focus
and then counting how many pixels in this 1 cm. It is found that a 1 cm is
equivalent to 491 pixels.

In this system, there are more than one frame as shown in Fig. 3.1, robotic
arm frames, digital microscope frames (one in the center of the microscope
and the other is at the upper-left corner of the microscope) and the object
(microparticles) frame. The transformation matrix between any two different
frames (F1 and F2 ) are calculated using equation (3.18) which represent the
rotation about the (x, y and z)-axes and translation in space across the (x, y
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and z)-axes:

F1

TF2



CψCθ CψSθSφ − SψCφ CψSθCφ + SψSφ dx 




 SψCθ SφSθSφ + CψCφ SψSθCφ − CψSφ dy 
,
=


 −Sθ
CθSφ
CθCφ
dz 




0
0
0
1

(3.18)

where φ is the angle obtained by rotating around the x-axis of F2 till the xaxis of F1 , θ is the angle obtained by rotating around the y-axis of F2 till the
y-axis of F1 , ψ is the angle obtained by rotating around the z-axis of F2 till
the z-axis of F1 , dx is the distance obtained by translating along the x-axis of
F1 till the x-axis of F2 , dy is the distance obtained by translating along the
y-axis of F1 till the y-axis of F2 and dz is the distance obtained by translating
along the z-axis of F1 till the z-axis of F2 .

CS

TObject is the transformation matrix which relates the frame of the upper-

left edge of the microscope image (CS) to the frame of the microparticles
swimming inside the tube (Object):

CS

TObject


1


0
=

0


0


0 0 Qx 


1 0 −3
,

0 1 Qz 


0 0 1

(3.19)

where Qx is acquired by multiplying the position of the microparticle in the
x-direction in pixels obtained from the object tracking software, by 1/491 (so
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as to convert pixels to cm). Qz is acquired by multiplying the position of the
microparticle in the z-direction in pixels obtained from the object tracking
software, by 1/491 (so as to convert pixels to cm). The two frames of the
upper-left edge of the microscope (Xs , Ys , Zs ) and the microparticle (Xobj ,
Yobj , Zobj ), have the same orientation. There are displacements Qx along the
positive x-direction, 3 cm along the negative y-direction and Qz along the positive z-direction.

Rbase

TCC is the transformation matrix which relates the frame of the base

of the robotic arm (Rbase) to the frame of the center of the microscope (CC):

Rbase

TCC


1


0
=

0


0


0 0

0 


1 0 26 
,

0 1 −1.5


0 0
1

(3.20)

The two frames of the robotic arm base (X0 , Y0 , Z0 ) and the center of the microscope (Xc , Yc , Zc ), have the same orientation. The same displacement along
x-direction and there are displacements 26 cm along the positive y-direction
and 1.5 cm along the negative z-direction.

CC

TCS is the transformation matrix which relates the frame of the center

of the microscope (CC) to the frame of the upper-left corner of the microscope
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image (CS):

CC

TCS


−1


0
=

0


0


0

0

Kx 


1 0
3
,

0 −1 Kz 


0 0
1

(3.21)

where Kx is acquired by multiplying 320 pixels (which is the half the number
of pixels in the x-direction), by 1/491 (so as to convert pixels to cm). Kz is acquired by multiplying 240 pixels (which is the half the number of pixels in the
z-direction), by 1/491 (so as to convert pixels to cm). The two frames of the
center of the microscope (Xc , Yc , Zc ) and the upper-left edge of the microscope
(Xs , Ys , Zs ), are oriented by 180◦ around the y-axis. There are displacements
Kx along the positive x-direction, 3 cm along the positive y-direction and Kz
along the positive z-direction.

The world frame of the magnetic-based robotic system (X0 , Y0 , Z0 ) is related
to the microparticle swimming in the glass tube (Xobj , Yobj , Zobj ) using the
following equation:

Rbase

where

Rbase

TObject =Rbase TCC

CC

TCS

CS

TObject ,

(3.22)

TObject is the transformation matrix of the actual position of the

microparticle swimming inside the tube (Object) relative to the base of the
robotic arm frame (Rbase).
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Control of Microparticles using MagneticBased Robotic System

Controlling of the magnetic-based robotic system involves controlling the system using permanent magnet and controlling using electromagnetic coil.

3.3.1

Control using Permanent Magnet

Control of the magnetic force in (3.17) is achieved using the position and orientation of the end-effector of the robotic arm as shown in Fig. 3.3. It is

Figure 3.3: Motion control of paramagnetic microparticles ¬ using a
permanent magnet  and a robotic arm (not shown). The permanent magnet is fixed to the end-effector ® of the robotic arm and the particles are
contained inside a glass tube ¯ that is filled with water. Closed-loop motion control of the microparticles is achieved using microscopic ° feedback.
The red-dashed line indicates the upper edge of the glass tube. The openconfiguration of this magnetic-based robotic system allows us to control the
motion of the microparticles throughout a relatively large workspace with
a field of view of 10 mm×10 mm×10 mm. The maximum magnetic field of
the permanent magnet is 85 mT.
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clear from Fig. 3.4 that the microparticles (the red arrow indicates the microparticles)are contained in water inside a glass tube and their position (P)
is determined using a microscopic system and a feature tracking software. The
control system positions the microparticles (based on the given reference position Pref ) by controlling the position and orientation of the permeant magnet
through the robotic arm. θ and U represent vectors of the generalized coordinates of the robotic arm and control inputs, respectively. The robotic arm
changes the position of the end-effector, and hence controls the magnetic field
gradient exerted on the microparticle. A proportional (P) magnetic force is
devised as follows:
∇ (m(P) · B(P)) = Kp e,

(3.23)

where Kp is the proportional gain matrix. Further, e is the position error and
is give by:
e = Pref − P.

(3.24)

Figure 3.4: Closed-loop motion control of the position of a paramagnetic microparticle using the robotic arm holding the permanent magnet.
The particles are contained in water inside a glass tube and their position
(P) is determined using a microscopic system and a feature tracking software. The control system positions the microparticles (based on the given
reference position Pref ) by controlling the position and orientation of the
permeant magnet through the robotic arm. θ and U represent vectors of the
generalized coordinates of the robotic arm and control inputs, respectively.
The red arrow indicates the microparticles.
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From(3.24), Pref is a fixed reference position which is given to the closed-loop
control as an input and P is the feedback position that is determined using the
digital microscope. Substituting (3.24) in (3.23) yields the following equation:

∇ (m(P) · B(P)) = Kp (Pref − P),

(3.25)

Then by substituting (3.25) in (3.17) gives the following error dynamics equation:
ΛKP e + ΛV (ρb − ρf )g + Ṗ = 0,

(3.26)

Λ = (6πηrp Π)−1 .

(3.27)

where Λ is given by:

Based on (3.26), the control gain matrices must be selected such that the ma,
trix ΛKP is positive-definite. The magnetic field gradients ( ∂B(P)
∂x
∂B(P)
)
∂z

∂B(P)
,
∂y

and

that are required to pull the microparticle towards a reference position

(Pref ) can be determined by solving (3.23). These gradients can be achieved
by controlling the position of the end-effector of the robotic arm with respect
to the microparticle and this is done by keeping a constant distance between
them. Thus, keeping constant magnetic field gradients on the microparticle.
The magnetic field gradients generated from permanent magnet (shown in the
last chapter in 2.1) are relatively large enough to overcome the gravitational
and drag forces.

In order to control the position of the microparticle in the x- and z-directions,
equation (3.10) is used to solve for the generalized coordinates (calculating
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the values of the angles of the motors attached to each link of the robotic
arm) that achieves a desired position of the end-effector holding the permanent magnet with respect to the position of the microparticles. This position
direct the magnetic field gradients towards the reference position. This level
of control allows the microparticles to be suspended inside the glass tube and
move towards the reference positions under the influence of a constant magnetic field gradient. The gradient is kept constant by the closed-loop control
on the joints of the robotic arm based on the relative position between the
microparticle and the permanent magnet.

3.3.2

Control using Electromagnetic Coil

An electromagnetic coil is attached to the end-effector of the robotic arm.
Therefore, The magnitude of the magnetic field gradient is controlled by using
an electromagnetic coil instead of the permanent magnet. Thus, the equation
of motion (3.17) is given by:




e
∇ m(P) · B(P)I + 6πηrp Ṗ + V (ρb − ρf )g = 0,

(3.28)

e
where I and B(P)
are the current input to the electromagnetic coil and the
magnetic field-current map, respectively. Unlike the motion control using the
robotic arm and the permanent magnet, (3.28) indicates that using an electromagnetic coil with the robotic arm allows us to change the magnitude of
the pulling magnetic force that is exerted on the microparticles. However, the
direction of this pulling magnetic force can only be controlled using the posi-
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tion and orientation of the end-effector of the robotic arm. This means that by
using the electromagnetic coil increases the degrees of freedom of the magneticbased robotic system, as the position of the microparticle is controlled using
the position of the end-effector and the current of the electromagnetic coil. The
magnetic field gradients generated from the electromagnetic coil (shown in the
last chapter in 2.2) are relatively large enough to overcome the gravitational
and drag forces. Fig. 3.5 shows the configuration of the closed-loop control
system of the microparticles using the electromagnetic coil. It is obvious from
the figure that the microparticles (the red arrow indicates the microparticles)
are contained in water inside a glass tube and their position (P) is determined
using a microscopic system and a feature tracking algorithm. The control system positions the microparticles (based on the given reference position Pref )
by controlling the position and orientation of the coil through the robotic arm

Figure 3.5: Closed-loop motion control of the position of a paramagnetic
microparticle using the robotic arm holding the electromagnetic coil. The
particles are contained in water inside a glass tube and their position (P) is
determined using a microscopic system and a feature tracking software. The
control system positions the microparticles (based on the given reference
position Pref ) by controlling the position and orientation of the coil through
the robotic arm and its current input (I). θ and U represent vectors of the
generalized coordinates of the robotic arm and control inputs, respectively.
The red arrow indicates the microparticles.
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and its current input (I). θ and U represent vectors of the generalized coordinates of the robotic arm and control inputs, respectively.

The position of the microparticles is determined using the microscopic system and used to determine the position and orientation of the electromagnetic
coil with respect to the microparticles. In addition, the input current of the
electromagnetic coil is used to change the magnitude of the pulling magnetic
force towards the reference position. The current (I) of the electromagnetic
coil is used to suspend the microparticle in the z-direction (z) and makes it
reach the reference z-position (zr ). While The x-position of the microparticle
is controlled using the position of the end-effector (x) to reach to the reference x-position (xr ). The end-effector of the robotic arm is controlled using P
controller as in subsection (3.3.1). However the current (I) of the electromagnetic coil is controlled using proportional (P), proportional-derivative (PD)
and proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controllers.

3.3.2.1

Control using P Controller

The current (I) of the electromagnetic coil is controlled using P controller. The
equation of motion (3.28) is used to derive a similar error dynamics equation
to (3.26) when a P magnetic force input is applied using (3.23).
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Control using PD Controller

The current (I) of the electromagnetic coil is controlled using PD controller.
A PD magnetic force is devised as follows:




e
∇ m(P) · B(P)I = Kp e + KD ė,

(3.29)

where KD is the derivative gain matrix. Further, ė is the velocity error. The
velocity error is calculated by taking the derivative of the position error given
in (3.24) which gives:
ė = −Ṗ.

(3.30)

From(3.30), Ṗref =0 as Pref is a fixed reference position which is given to the
closed-loop control. Substituting (3.30) and (3.24) in (3.29) yields the following
equation:


e
∇ m(P) · B(P)I
= Kp (Pref − P) − KD Ṗ,

(3.31)

Then by substituting (3.31) in (3.17) gives the following error dynamics equation:
ΓKP e + ΓV (ρb − ρf )g − ė = 0,

(3.32)

Γ = (−KD + 6πηrp Π)−1 .

(3.33)

where Γ is given by:

The control gain matrices shown in (3.32) must be selected such that the
matrix ΓKP is positive-definite.
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Control using PID Controller

The current (I) of the electromagnetic coil is controlled using PID controller.
A PID magnetic force is devised as follows:
Z


e
∇ m(P) · B(P)I = Kp e + KI e dt + KD ė,

(3.34)

where KI is the integral gain matrix and it is given by integrating (3.24) as
shown:
Z

Z
e dt =

(Pref − P) dt.

(3.35)

Substituting with (3.35), (3.30) and (3.24) in (3.29) yields the following equation:



Z



e
∇ m(P) · B(P)I
= Kp (Pref − P) + KI

(Pref − P) dt − KD Ṗ,

(3.36)

Then by substituting (3.36) and (3.33) in (3.17) gives the following error dynamics equation:
Z
ΓKP e + ΓKI

e dt + ΓV (ρb − ρf )g − ė = 0,

(3.37)

Based on (3.37), the control gain matrices must be selected such that the
matrix ΓKP and ΓKI are positive-definite.

Chapter 4

Experimental Results

The experiments of the point-to-point motion control results are done using
a magnetic-based robotic system. This system consists of a robotic arm that
controls the position of a permanent magnet or an electromagnetic coil. In
order to control the position of the microparticle in the glass tube.

4.1

Control using the Permanent Magnet

Point-to-point motion control of a paramagnetic microparticle is done by controlling the position of the permanent magnet such that the magnetic field
gradients are oriented towards the reference position. Fig. 4.1 and Fig. 4.2
shows a representative motion control result of a microparticles towards a
fixed reference position along x-axis and z-axis respectively, controlled by P
controller (P=2). The position of the end-effector of the robotic arm is controlled using P controller only, as when PD and PID controllers are used the
52
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Figure 4.1: Closed-loop motion control of the position of a paramagnetic
microparticle using a permanent magnet along x-axis. The average speed
of the microparticle is 117 µm/s. The steady state error of the position of
the microparticle in the x-direction is 400 µm.
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Figure 4.2: Closed-loop motion control of the position of a paramagnetic
microparticle using a permanent magnet along z-axis. The average speed
of the microparticle is 117 µm/s. The peak-to-peak amplitude of the suspended microparticle along the z-direction is 1.6 mm.
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system is derived to instability. The microparticle is suspended and pulled
towards the reference position at an average speed of 117 µm/s. In addition,
it is observed that the peak-to-peak amplitude of the suspended microparticle
along the z-direction of the reference position is 1.6 mm. Motion control of
the microparticles can be enhanced by reducing the attractive magnetic force.
This reduction is done by replacing the permanent magnet with an electromagnetic coil. This motion control trial is repeated 20 times and the average
speed and position error in the x-direction in the steady-state are calculated to
be 117 µm/s and 600 µm, respectively. The settling time of the microparticle
is 70 sec.

It is concluded that the average position error in the steady-state is a little bit high as controlling the magnetic field in the case of using permanent
magnet, depends only on the position of the end-effector of robotic arm. Thus,
the steady state error is due to the low accuracy of the servo motors of the
robotic arm (pointing accuracy of 0.5 degrees). It means that if the controller
send an angle smaller than 0.5 degrees, the servo motors of the robotic arm
will not be able to apply it.

4.2

Control using the Electromagnetic Coil

Closed-loop motion control of paramagnetic microparticles is achieved using
an electromagnetic coil attached to the end-effector of the robotic arm. Controlling the position of the microparticle using the electromagnetic coil is done
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by controlling the position and the current of the electromagnetic coil. The
position of the electromagnetic coil is controlled to orient the magnetic field
gradient towards the reference position using P controller. Also the current input to the electromagnetic coil is controlled to enhance the closed-loop control
characteristics of the controlled microparticles, as opposed to the closed-loop
control using the permanent magnet. Controlling the current of the electromagnetic coil, is implemented using three types of controllers:P, PD and PID
controller.

4.2.1

Control using P Controller

Controlling the position of the microparticle is achieved by controlling the
position of the electromagnetic coil by P controller where P equals to 2 and
controlling the current of the electromagnetic coil by P controller where P
equals to 100. Fig. 4.3 and Fig. 4.4 shows a representative closed-loop control
of a microparticles along x-axis and z-axis respectively using P controller to
control the current of the electromagnetic coil. The particles is controlled at
an average speed of 48 µm/s, and the peak-to-peak amplitude along z-axis is
calculated to be 1 mm, in the steady-state. This motion control is repeated 20
times and the average speed and position tracking error in the x-direction in
the steady-state are calculated to be 48 µm/s and 100 µm, respectively. The
settling time of the microparticle is 67 sec.
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Figure 4.3: Closed-loop motion control of the position of a paramagnetic
microparticle using an electromagnetic coil along x-axis. The average speed
of the microparticle is 43 µm/s. The steady state error of the position of
the microparticle in the x-direction is 70 µm.
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Figure 4.4: Closed-loop motion control of the position of a paramagnetic
microparticle using an electromagnetic coil along z-axis. The average speed
of the microparticle is 43 µm/s. The peak-to-peak amplitude of the suspended microparticle along the z-direction is 1 mm.
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Figure 4.5: Closed-loop motion control of the position of a paramagnetic
microparticle using an electromagnetic coil along x-axis. The average speed
of the microparticle is 40 µm/s. The steady state error of the position of
the microparticle in the x-direction is 108 µm.
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Figure 4.6: Closed-loop motion control of the position of a paramagnetic
microparticle using an electromagnetic coil along z-axis. The average speed
of the microparticle is 40 µm/s. The steady state error of the position of
the microparticle in the z-direction is 686 µm. The peak-to-peak amplitude
of the suspended microparticle along the z-direction is 0.1 mm.
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Control using PD Controller

Closed-loop control of a microparticles along x-axis and z-axis using PD controller (P=100 and D=5) to control the current of the electromagnetic coil is
shown in Fig. 4.5 and Fig. 4.6 respectively. The position of the electromagnetic
coil is controlled using P controller where P equals to 2. The peak-to-peak
amplitude of the suspended microparticle along the z-component of the reference position is 0.1 mm. The motion control experiment using PD controller is
repeated 20 times. The average position steady state error in the x-direction
and z-direction is 108 µm and 686 µm respectively. The average speed of the
microparticle is 40 µm/s. The settling time of the microparticle is 140 sec.

4.2.3

Control using PID Controller

PID controller (P=100, I=3 and D=5) is used to control the current of the
electromagnetic coil to control the position of the microparticle in the x-axis
and z-axis as shown in Fig. 4.7 and Fig. 4.8 respectively. P controller (P=2)
is used to control the position of the electromagnetic coil. The closed-loop
control using PID controller is conducted 20 times. The average speed of
the microparticle is 16 µm/s. The average position steady state error in the
x-direction is 393 µm. The peak-to-peak amplitude of the suspended microparticle along the z-component of the reference position is 0.7 mm. The settling
time of the microparticle is 400 sec.
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Figure 4.7: Closed-loop motion control of the position of a paramagnetic
microparticle using an electromagnetic coil along x-axis. The average speed
of the microparticle is 16 µm/s. The steady state error of the position of
the microparticle in the x-direction is 393 µm.
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Figure 4.8: Closed-loop motion control of the position of a paramagnetic
microparticle using an electromagnetic coil along z-axis. The average speed
of the microparticle is 16 µm/s. The peak-to-peak amplitude of the suspended microparticle along the z-direction is 0.7 mm.

Chapter 5

Conclusions and Future Work

Magnetic-based robotic system is constructed including: robotic arm, glass
tube that contains water, digital microscope and a permanent magnet or an
electromagnetic coil. This system is used to control the position of the microparticle in the x− and z−axes within the vicinity of 1 cm2 . The permanent
magnet produces maximum magnetic field of 85 mT, and the electromagnetic
coil produces maximum magnetic field of 7.5 mT at an input current of 0.6 A.

Point-to-point motion control of paramagnetic microparticles is achieved using
a magnetic-based robotic system with open-configuration. This system allows
us to suspend the microparticles along z-axis and achieve point-to-point motion control along a tube with a diameter of 40 mm. The experimental motion
control trails shows that the permanent magnet and the robotic arm achieves
motion control at an average speed of 117 µm/s, whereas the electromagnetic
coils controlled by P controller and the robotic arm achieves average speed
60
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of 48 µm/s. However, the electromagnetic coils and the robotic arm achieves
higher positioning accuracy than the permanent magnet, in the steady-state.
It is observed that the speed of the controlled microparticles using the electromagnetic coil (for maximum current of 0.6 A) and the robotic arm is 59% less
than average speed of the microparticles driven using the permanent magnet
and the robotic arm. The difference in the average speed is due to the maximum magnetic fields and field gradients that are generated using the permanent magnet and the electromagnetic coil, as shown in Figs. 2.3 and 2.4. It is
obvious from the figures that magnetic fields generated by the permanent magnet is much higher than the magnetic fields generated by the electromagnetic
coil. The closed-loop control characteristics (steady-state error and peak-topeak amplitude) of the controlled microparticles using the electromagnetic coil
and robotic arm are better than those of the permanent magnet and robotic
arm. The average peak-to-peak amplitude of the controlled microparticles using the electromagnetic coil controlled by P controller is 38% less than that
achieved by the permanent magnet. The position steady state error in case
of using electromagnetic coil is 83% less than that of the permanent magnet.
This difference is due to the current control input that allows the change in
the magnitude of the pulling magnetic force by changing the magnitude of the
magnetic fields gradient. This can not be done when the microparticles are
controlled using the permanent magnets. Therefore, it is concluded that using
electromagnetic coil in controlling the position of the microparticle is better
than using permanent magnet.

Also it is observed that the position steady state error when controlling the
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microparticle by electromagnetic coil using P controller in the x-direction is
less than when it is controlled by PID controller by 75%, also it is less than
when it is controlled using PD controller by 7%. The settling time when the
microparticle is controlled by P controller is 110 sec, which is less than the
settling time of PID controller whose value is 440 sec and less than PD controller whose value is 140 sec. Thus, P controller is preferable than PD and
PID controllers in controlling the position of the microparticle using electromagnetic coil.

As part of future studies, the motion control system and experimental setup
used in this thesis will be adapted to include physical constrains on the motion
of the end-effector in the task-space. This would allow to control the motion
of the microparticles inside the glass tube while following a trajectory in the
task-space (to achieve axillary task, e.g., obstacle avoidance). In addition,
the system will be modified by replacing the microscopic vision system with a
clinical imagine modality, and the motion control will be done in the presence
of a flowing stream of the fluid. Also, the control can be held in three dimensional space instead of the two dimensional space. Besides, The results can be
enhanced by using non-linear control methods, when controlling the position
of the end-effector of the robotic arm.

Appendix A

Microparticles

The position of the microparticles which are used to carry the drugs, is controlled using the magnetic fields that is generated from a permanent magnet
and a robotic arm and the magnetic fields generated from an electromagnetic
coil and a robotic arm. In order to reach the cells which contain the disease.
The properties and specifications of these microparticles are attached in the
following page.
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Revision Date 24.10.2012 Version 2.2

TECHNICAL DATA SHEET
micromod Partikeltechnologie GmbH
Friedrich-Barnewitz-Str. 4
D-18119 Rostock
Germany

Telephone: + 49 381 / 54 34 56 10
Fax: + 49 381 / 54 34 56 20
E-mail address: info@micromod.de

___________________________________________
Product code:

12-00-105

Product name:

PLA-M

Surface:

plain

Size:

100 µm

Solid content:

10 mg/ml

Composition:

magnetic poly(lactic acid) particles

Standard deviation:

)*

Shape:

spherical

Density:

1.3 g/ccm

Magnetization:

4.3 emu/g particles (H =1000 Oe)

Saturation magnetization:

> 6.6 emu/g particles (H > 10.000 Oe)

Stable in:

aqueous buffers pH > 4

Not stable in:

organic solvents, acidic solutions pH < 4

Product form:

suspension in water

Particles per ml:

1.5*10E4

Particles per mg:

1.5*10E3

Colour:

dark brown

Additional remarks:

Storage at 2 - 8°C for 6 months

TECHNOTES:

)* Size cut: 70 µm - 150 µm

Appendix B

Robotic Arm

The robotic arm consists of 6 servo motors, but it is modeled as 4 DOF robotic
arm as the last servo motors are not used in our experiments (one of them is
responsible for rotating the end-effector and the other one is responsible for
opening and closing the gripper). These two servo motors are set to a certain
angle and not changed throughout the experiments. The dimensions of the
robotic arm is shown in Fig. 2.2. The specifications of the first three servo
motors are found in the page while the specifications of the last servo motor
is found in the page after.
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Like the 2.2.6 operation, input the codes by hands, also allows a number of joints
work continuously.
Appendix B. Robotic Arm
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Servo motor specifications and parameters as follows:
12KG metal gear of the servo motor:
Size: 40.4 * 19.8 * 36 mm
Weight: 48 g
Speed: 0.22 sec/60 °
Output Torque: 13 kg • cm

3.2kg servo motor:
Size: 39.5 x20.0x35.5mm
Weight: 41 g
Speed: 0.27 sec/60 °
Torque output: 3.2 kg • cm
3.2kg servo motor:
Size: 28 x14x29.8mm
Weight: 18 g
Speed: 0.13 sec/60 °
Torque output: 2.3 kg • cm

18
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S06NF STD

UPC :

67

Qty. : 1

Model :

N/A

Package:
One polybag one piece

Description:
56.0gwith torque 13.0kg-cm (6v) 13.5kg-cm (7.2V);wire: 30cm Metal Gear Servo.

Feature:
•

Futaba, JR, Sanwa and Hitec compatible.

Important Notes:
•

Specify the connector type when you purchase the servo.

•

Refer to the figure when installing the servo accessories.

•

For engine powered airplanes and boats, rubber must be used to reduce
vibration.

•

Please choose correct model for your application.

•

Torque over-loaded will damage the servo's mechaniSM-.

•

Keep the servo clean and away from dust, corrosive gas and humid air.

Specification

(Specifications are subjected to change without notice.)

Size (MM)

Wire

Speed

(cm)
30.0

6V

Weight

A

B

C

D

E

g

40.4

20

37.6

48

10.0

56.0

oz

sec/60

0.18

o

7.2V

Torque
kg-cm

13.0

oz-in

Speed
sec/60

0.16

o

Torque
kg-cm

13.5

oz-in

Appendix C

Digital Microscope

The digital microscope is used to provide the feedback in the magnetic-based
robotic system. The microscope gives a live stream video and a feature tracking
algorithm is used to track the position of the microparticle. It is connected to
the computer via a USB 2.0 port. The parts and specifications of the digital
microscope is found in the following two pages.
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Ƶ Computer System Requirements
z
z
z
z
z
z

Win2000/XP/VISTA/WIN7&Mac10.5 and above
P4 1.8 or above
RAM: 256M
Video Memory: 32M
USB port: 2.0
CD-ROM Drive

Ƶ Technical Specifications
Image sensor

1.3 Mega Pixels (interpolated to 2M)
1600x1200

Still capture resolution

1280x1024,

1024x960,

1024x768,

800x600, 640x480, 352x288, 320x240, 160x120
1600x1200

Video capture resolution

(2M),

(2M),

1280x1024,

1024x960,

1024x768,

800x600, 640x480, 352x288, 320x240, 160x120

Focus Range

Manual focus from 10mm to 500mm

Frame Rate

Max 30f/s under 600 Lus Brightness

Magnification Ratio

20x to 200x

Video format

AVI

Photo format

JPEG or BMP

Light source

8 LED (adjustable by control wheel)

PC interface

USB2.0

Power source

5V DC from USB port

Operation system

Windows2000/XP/Vista/Win7/ Mac 10.5 and above

OSD language

English, German, Spanish, Korean, French, Russian

Bundle software

MicroCapture

Size

110mm (L) x 33mm (R)
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Appendix D

Coil Driver

The driver is connected to the following signals: a power supply (4.5 V-12 V),
a control signal (5 V) coming from the control broad like Arduino which is
used in this work and a ground signal. Its output signal is connected to any
coil (motor) which requires voltage input (4.5 V-12 V) and current of 4.5 A.
It can be connected to 4 coils (motors) at the same time. The specifications
and details of the driver used is found in the following two pages.
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4 Channel
Motor Control Unit

Appendix D. Coil Driver
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Designed originally for the Rover 5 chassis this driver PCB is ideal for any small robot
using either Omni or Mecanum wheels. Current sensing for each motor allows the
processor to determine if a motor has stalled or is under excessive load.

Features include:
•
•
•
•
•

4x low resistance FET “H” bridges.
Each channel rated for 4A stall current.
Easy to use control logic.
Current monitoring for each channel.
Quadrature encoder mixing circuitry.

Appendix D. Coil Driver
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Power connectors:
The PCB has two power connectors. One is +5V for logic (Vcc) and one for the motor
power supply. The motor power supply should not be connected without first
connecting the +5V for logic. This device is rated for a maximum motor supply voltage
of 12V. Exceeding this voltage may permanently damage the device.
The encoder mixing circuit:
Unlike most motor controllers this PCB includes 4 mixing circuits for use with up to 4
quadrature encoders. The mixing circuit takes the 2 inputs from a quadrature encoder
and mixes them into a single output. Note that the interrupt output changes state when
either input changes.

This allows a single interrupt pin to monitor both inputs of a quadrature encoder.
Because the interrupt output is twice the frequency of either input it also allows speed
and distance to be measured with twice the resolution.
Current output:
Each channel has a current sensing circuit. The output of this circuit is approximately
1V for each amp the motor draws (5V maximum). This output can be connected
directly to the analog input of any 5V micro controller.
Control logic:
The built in control logic allows each motor to be controlled by 2 pins. Driving the
direction pin high or low will cause the motor to run forward or reverse. The PWM pin
is used to control the motor speed. When this pin is low, the motor is off. When this pin
is high the motor is at full power. To vary the speed of the motor this pin must be Pulse
Width Modulated.
Motor output:
Each channel has a motor output socket. Connect any 4.5V –12V DC motor with a stall
current of less than 4.5A to these pins. Exceeding 4.5A on these pins may permanently
damage this device.
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